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About this book

In the summer of 2000, a B-24 and B-17 
flew into Sitka, Alaska. As Excited 
spectators flocked to see the vintage war 
machines, Garth recounted his 
experiences during his tour of duty in 
World War II.

Garth served as a radio operator, radar 
jammer, and waist gunner in the 720th 
Bomb Squadron, 450th Bomb Group, 
47th Wing, 15th Air Force at Manduria, 
Italy base (down in the “boot”) about 130 
miles southeast of Foggia (99th BG with 
B-17’s). He is remembered as a faithful 
husband, loving father, and caring 
grandfather... a true man of God. 
(March 8, 1925 - Aug. 29, 2000)
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Our visiting World War II bomber in Sitka brought back many memories. I trained on B-17s, 
but flew 50 plus missions on B-24s which carried more bombs, flew faster, at lower 

altitudes (25,000-28,000 feet) over the target than B-17s flying a mile or so higher. We flew 
with our crew split up for experience with other crews on the first mission.
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I was flying waist gun and saw the!plane out the right window take a direct hit... our 
ball gunner, Jim Schmeltz, bailed out... he would spend the rest of the war in a 

German prison camp.
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On our 3rd mission when we returned I walked around our B-24 and counted 89 
holes- without looking on top of the wing... I never bothered to do that again.!
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As our crew was brought into this cave location, I was given a red tin star to wear on my hat 
so they wouldn't accidentally shoot me. We started traveling at night with these. Marshall 
Tito's partisans, communists, getting their arms from the British and fighting President 

Michaelivic's men, the Chetniks...



and both groups were shooting at the Ustaches... we were briefed that they were being paid 
by the Germans for American dog-tags... so save your last round for yourself (our 45 

automatics each had two seven round clips). This ethic problem we were told is centuries 
old... You may wonder if a peace-keeping force can solve this?
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In late afternoon, before our last night of travel...a partisan saw a goat down the mountain 
and shot it and brought it for our group to eat. We were hungry. But I wondered, was this 

the last goat that the farmer below had to feed his family? After dark we traveled down the 
cli"s over the beach and watched a German patrol boat make a circuit in 45 minutes 



in the bay. Then we hurried down to the beach and lay down under the gunwales of a 22 
foot fishing boat. The group now also included a Romanian school teacher and her nine year 

old son escaping too. Two oarsman stood up using their legs to row forward and another 
man rowed on the left side. This was all the patrol boat would see with a searchlight swing.
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We made it into Bari Harbor, Italy, on the next boat ride. The medics checked the 
cracked skull out and said if they had had access initially they could have done 

something, but now it was better to let it be... guess that liquid in the bottle was 
somewhat miraculous!



Col. E Jacoby awarding Garth with the Purple Heart for his head injury received after 
bailing out of his B-24. 
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When we arrived at the 450th B.G.... I stopped in to see Captain Vetters, the radar 
o#cer. He asked me if I planned to continue flying and I said yes. He said they had 

received a special auto-sweep receiver with three tunable anti-aircraft radar jammers 
and only one plane in the 450th was equipped. 



He said the man he had trained had been hit in the knee with flak the day before he 
was to operate the setup the first time... and wondered if I would like to take his 

place. I said yes and he took me out to the equipped aircraft and checked me out on 
the operation.
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I was on board when our jammer plane landed on a fighter strip (too short for a bomber) 

where the nose wheel became stuck and went up through the fuselage... don't know if that 

one ever got repaired. I went up the next day and pulled our auto-sweep jammer rig out of it 

so we could install it in another aircraft.
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Jim Dolan after being injured by flak in the nose turret. 







Garth with his mother, Esther Kanen in California.
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Garth’s Parents, Charles Harvard and Esther Milligan Kanen



Garth’s sister, Delsie 
Louise Kanen Julien 
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Garth in Marrekesh (French) Morocco.
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Garth’s Wings, Dog Tags, and Russian Star which was given to him by Tito’s Partisans 
while they helped him escape from Yugoslavia.
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Garth’s Military Issued Identification Card and Caterpillar Club Membership Card



Garth’s Metals: Notably his Purple heart and (to be added)
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Garth Milligan Kanen

This book was made for the Kanen family and all those they wish to share it with. The 
contents of this book were taken from Garth’s personal collection of images and writings. 


